Unifying Stress Shift and Secondary Stress Phenomena with a Dynamical Systems Rhythm Rule
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Abstract
Rhythmic patterns related to Brazilian Portuguese adjacent stresses and secondary stress were investigated under a dynamical systems perspective. Paired utterances contrasting alleged stress clash vs. non clash reveal a duration pattern difference in the opposite direction of the Rhythm Rule: the closer a syllable-sized unit is to phrase stress, the longer its duration. Polysyllabic words may exhibit initial lengthening as a possible indication of an initial secondary stress. The two phenomena are simulated by using the same parameters with the coupled-oscillators model of speech rhythm production.

1. Introduction
During the last Speech Prosody Conference, a model of speech rhythm production able of explaining cross-linguistic differences in syllable-sized patterns of duration was presented [4]. The model, based on previous proposals [3][7], is couched on dynamical systems theory, particularly coupled-oscillators theory ([16] applies this model in several domains of the human performance, specially motor and perceptual activities, and [24] uses a functional (task-specific), dynamical model for converting Articulatory-Phonology – henceforth AP – abstract gestural scores [9] into actual articulatory trajectories.

Our model aims at generating segmental duration as a byproduct of higher prosodic domains for languages which control duration as a prosodic parameter, as it is the case of Brazilian Portuguese (henceforth BP), language studied here. In a first step, a sequence of vowel onset-to-vowel onset (henceforth V-V) durations is delivered by a coupled-oscillators model constituted by two oscillators: a syllabic oscillator and a phrase stress oscillator (left side of Fig. 1). By the interaction between the two oscillators, complex patterns of duration can be generated.

\[ s(n) = (1 - w_0) \cdot s(n-1) + w_0 \cdot \exp(-N + n + 2), \text{ for } 0 < n < N-1 \]

\[ \Delta T = \alpha \cdot T \cdot s(n) \cdot i(m) - \beta \cdot (T - T_0) \cdot i(m-1) \]

\[ s(0) = w_0 \cdot \exp(-N + 2) \]

\[ s(N-1) = \exp(-5.81 + 0.016 \cdot T_0) \]

\[ s(n) = (1 - w_0) \cdot s(n-1) + w_0 \cdot \exp(-N + n + 2), \text{ for } 0 < n < N-1 \]

In the formulae (1) and (2), N is the number of V-V units in the current stress group, n is the V-V unit index (starting from 0, for the first V-V unit in the stress group), w_0 is the relative coupling strength parameter, and T_0 is the uncoupled syllabic-oscillator period. The parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are respectively the entrainment rate, and the decay rate. The variable i (m) stands for the magnitude of the pulse of the phrase stress oscillator dominating the current stress group, which is the m-th pulse of the train of phrase stress pulses specifying the eurhythmic and syntactic-semantic relations in the utterance.
The current syllabic oscillator period (the \( V-V \) abstract duration) is specified by \( T \), and the following one, obtained by adding \( \Delta T \) to \( T \). The syllabic-oscillator period resetting, implemented by the second term of (1), operates after each phrase stress with a decay rate specified by \( \beta \). This term is only present if the current \( V-V \) unit is dominated by a following, on-going phrase stress. According to this, in utterance-final position (for which there is no such an on-going phrase stress) both stressed and post-stressed \( V-V \)s would be lengthened, simulating the so-called final lengthening. Period resetting is only activated during the first two periods of the syllabic oscillator. The model was optimised in [5] in order to reproduce the stress patterns of a corpus of 36 BP sentences read in three speech rates. The procedure gave the values of 118 ms (fast rate), 138 ms (normal rate), and 205 ms (slow rate) for \( T_0 \) (each one of these values can further vary to reflect actual, continuous speech rate control); and the following values for: \( w_0 = 0.78 \), \( (\alpha, \beta) = (0.31, 1.13) \) for the fast rate, \( (\alpha, \beta) = (0.38, 1.13) \) for the normal rate, and \( (\alpha, \beta) = (0.43, 1.04) \) for the slow rate (same observation as for \( T_0 \). Note the smallest value of the entrainment rate for the fast rate, which explains lesser differentiated \( V-V \) periods for fast rate, that is, lesser variable \( V-V \) durations, which is in accordance with behavioural data).

As regards intrinsic timing, the model is conceived in such a way as to explain segmental cross-linguistic contrasts, such as full vs reduced vowels and consonants by specifying full and reduced gestures in a lexicon, as predicted by [9] and recently argued in [1], from analyses of BP acoustic phonetic data. In [1]: 141-179] the interaction of metrical and gestural timing was already suggested. This interaction is crucial to generate overt durations (see [3] for an application in speech synthesis, where the prosody-segments interaction is realised by a recurrent neural network). This part of the model as well as the interaction with the higher linguistic levels are currently under implementation.

The coupled-oscillators model is able to generate global stress patterns for BP utterances, as those related to stress clash and secondary stress phenomena (provided stress group delimitation and number of \( V-V \) in each group are given).

2. Stress clash in (Brazilian) Portuguese

In [6], statistical analyses of minimal-paired two-word sequences (embedded in identical carrier phrases) contrasting a stress clash condition and a non-stress clash condition, recorded by four BP male subjects, revealed that lexical stress clash does not trigger the rhythm rule [17]. On the contrary, the second (and not the first) syllable-related unit of the first, stress-shiftable word in the sequence was systematically more prominent in the clash condition. These results are seemingly contradictory to those of [14], and [15], but it is important to note that, in a language such as English, stress shift is apparently a matter of pitch accent placement, which seems to support the notions of early pitch accent placement and pitch accent alternation, proposed in [26]. The results in [19] and, more recently, in [22], seem to confirm the alternation account, since the probability of stress shift increases in direct proportion to the increasing of the distance between potential candidates for pitch accent placement. A related phenomenon, reported in [22], is the occurrence of stress shift in utterances where stresses do not clash. Only the results for \( V-V \) duration patterns are shown here, since the main goal of this paper is to compare the behavioural data with the model simulations.

2.1. Stress clash analysis and simulation

In the paired sentences in (3), from a larger corpus analysed in [6], the two-word sequences are italicised, and the two stress groups are separated by squared brackets. Lexically stressed syllables are underlined. In sentence (3a), two lexically stressed units clash (stress clash condition), but not in (3b) (non stress clash condition).

\[ \text{O bordeaux xucro} \] [derramou-se pela mesa.] \hspace{1cm} (3a) \hfill \text{[O bordeaux chinês] [derramou-se pela mesa.]} \hspace{1cm} (3b)

The results and significance presented here are based on ten repetitions of one speaker [6]. The \( V-V \) actual mean durations for the first two units in the shiftable word “bordeaux” are (173 ms; 253 ms) in (3a), and (165 ms; 195 ms) in (3b), that is, the second \( V-V \), \( \mu [j] \), is 30 % longer in the stress class condition.

This result was simulated with our speech rhythm production model, by using the parameters in section 1 for the normal rate, which gives the abstract (non-perturbed by intrinsic duration specification) durations for the first and second \( V-V \): (146 ms; 163 ms) for a simulation of (3a), and (161 ms; 212 ms) for a simulation of (3b). The second simulated \( V-V \) duration is then 30 % longer than the first one in the stress clash condition, that is, the accordance between model prediction and behavioural data is exact!

In [6], we concluded that there is no evidence for duration-related stress shift in BP. As regards \( t_0 \), [18] showed, with one notable exception, for a subset of the corpus presented here, no evidence for accent shift. The exception is related to the left-edge marking of an utterance under stress clash condition with a slight rise-fall \( t_0 \) movement (and longer durations for both \( V-V \) of the shiftable word), which can be explained as an early pitch accent placement [26] signalling the left edge of the first stress group.

In order to investigate if the phenomenon described here would be found as well as could be simulated in another Portuguese variety, a fifty-year old, female speaker of European Portuguese (EP) was recorded. The speaker read the same corpus of five paired sentences, which was read by the BP male speaker analysed here.

The results for \( V-V \) durations in EP conform to those of BP: \( V-V \) duration differences across the two conditions are non-significant in the first \( V-V \) of the target word, and highly significant in the second \( V-V \) (\( p < 0.001 \)). For the pair of sentences in (3), the \( V-V \) mean durations in the second position are 246 ms (clash condition) and 218 ms (non-clash condition), a 13 % difference. This smaller difference was simulated with the model with (\( \delta t, \beta, T_0, w_0 \) = (0.15, 1.00, 0.200 s, 0.95) producing the contrast 242 ms (second \( V-V \), clash cond.) vs 215 ms. No differences in \( t_0 \) excursion were found for this subject across the two conditions, with the exception of an expected difference in tonal alignment within the trigger word (earlier in ‘xucro’), as in BP.

3. Secondary stress in Brazilian Portuguese

The majority of the generative and post-generative rule-based treatment of Secondary Stress (henceforth SS) assignment in Romance are based on lexical items, compounds, or two-word phrases (see [23] for Spanish, [27] Italian; and [12] BP). These studies also share another aspect, that of impressionistically assigning SS position. Even though the rule of initial prominence predominates in [27] for
monomorphemic words, phonological rules state a binary alternation algorithm for SS assignment, which includes BP [12].

Phonetic studies of SS in Romance (see [21] for Spanish, [8] Italian, and [13][20] BP) on the other hand, fail to find evidence in the classic stress-related prosodic parameters (duration, $f_0$, and intensity) for a rule of binary alternation. They advance the notion of one initial secondary prominence in the items studied. These results nevertheless contrast with those presented in [25], for which no articulatory correlates distinct from those of unstressed syllables were found in Spanish, nor in Polish. In the following, we try to reconcile all these findings.

In [2], we started a pilot-study aiming at investigating the (possible) acoustic phonetic correlates of SS in BP. Our results to date depict a more complex panorama than that presented in the literature. Since duration is the most important acoustic parameter for the implementation of stress in BP, we started our investigation with the analysis of duration patterns for V-V units and syllables.

Seventeen polysyllabic, penultimately-stressed words with different number of pre-stressed units (from two – e.g., horroroso, to five – e.g., dirigibilidad) were chosen for analysis. They were inserted in four distinct carrier sentences, in order to vary distance ($d_σ$) of phrase stress from the stressed syllable of the word in four ways: phrase stress falls on the stressed syllable of the word, $d_σ = 0$ ("A __ parece menor hoje."). The __ seems shorter today.), or from two to four syllables to the right, $d_σ = 2, 3, 4$, ("A __ rude/rural/bicolor parece menor." The rude/rural/bicolor __ seems shorter.). If the word begins with a vowel, the plural form of the article was used instead, with all plural flexions in the sentence changed accordingly. Ten repetitions of the sentences were read by another BP male speaker.

The next figures show mean patterns of normalized V-V durations ($z$-scores) from the beginning of the stress group for all nine words with two pre-stressed syllables (Fig. 2), and all six words with three pre-stressed syllables (Fig. 3). Different patterns in the same figure stand for the four conditions of phrase stress placement. For the statistical analyses, position of V-V in the stress group (POSITION) and distance from the stressed syllable of the word to phrase stress (DISTANCE) were taken as the two categorical factors.

For words with two pre-stressed syllables (Fig. 2), POSITION was highly significant ($F_{2,186} = 456.06, \ p<10^{-8}$), but not DISTANCE neither their interaction. However, a Scheffé test reveals that positions 1 and 2 do not differ significantly from each other. The phrasally stressed V-V is, however, significantly different from the other phrasally stressed V-V in the stress group with $d_σ = 2$ to 4 (Scheffé test with $p<10^{-5}$). For words with three pre-stressed syllables (Fig. 3), POSITION was also highly significant ($F_{3,1144} = 124.3, \ p<10^{-3}$), but not DISTANCE neither their interaction. The lexically stressed V-V which coincides with phrase stress is also significantly different from the other stressed V-V (Scheffé test with $p<10^{-7}$). Taking only the two first V-V durations for analysis, positions 1 and 2 are significantly different for $d_σ = 2 \ (p=0.002)$ and $d_σ = 4 \ (p=0.03)$.

These results indicate that, as the number of V-V in the stress group increases (due to an increase of word length), there is clear signalling of initial prominence in the stress group containing this word (this first V-V is indeed formed by the vowel of the article, and a following consonant, which can be either the consonant of the first syllable of the word, or the $/s$/ of the article plural form). This prominence seems then to be related to the rhythmic patterns’ structuring for the whole utterance. No binary alternation seems to take place. The data in [25], commented above, can be understood by considering the small significance when comparing the first two V-V durations within the stress groups.

This general pattern was also simulated with the rhythm production model, giving the patterns presented in Fig. 4, for the parameters $(\alpha, \beta, T_\omega, w_\omega) = (0.5, 0.8, 0.158, 0.7)$. Note the strengthening of the initial prominence as the number of V-V within the stress group increases (from left to right: 5 to 8).

4. **Unifying the two phenomena**

Rhythmic patterns related to secondary stress implementation as initial prominence were simulated by the dynamical systems model proposed in [4], [5]. The results shown here also indicate a distinction in the dynamics of phrase stress implementation according to the distance of phrase stress from the beginning of the stress group. This kind of distinction also explains the durational differences in
sentences contrasting a condition of seeming (lexical) stress clash against a control condition with no clash. The only case of left-edge mark in this respect could be simulated via duration (fo movement implementation requires a model integrating the generation of intonational patterns) in the same way as for the simulation of the patterns for polysyllabic words embedded in carrier sentences. If this left-marking was really triggered by the (lexical) stress clash, it is a matter for further investigation.

Thus, according to the model, both phenomena behave exactly in the same way: as mechanisms of left- and right-edge marking of the stress group domain. As regards clash, there is no lexical stress clash if both words are in the same stress group. A clash would be possible for adjacent words in two different stress groups. But this clash would be probably undone by changing phrase stress hierarchy or position before utterance implementation (in the model, this is done by the higher linguistic levels).

5. Final remarks

The speech rhythm production model presented here is able to simulate and relating two phonetic/phonological processes in BP: duration patterning under lexical stress clash and duration patterning for polysyllabic words. This was possible by implementing extrinsic timing with a coupled-oscillators model, which suggests that this kind of model is a candidate for supplementing gestural phonologies [10] with rhythmic information distributed over the whole utterance, as opposed to the local solution posited by the π-gestures in [11].
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